Understanding the patterns of gene flow of an endangered species metapopulation occupying a fragmented habitat is crucial for landscape-level conservation planning and devising effective conservation strategies. Tigers (Panthera tigris) are globally endangered and their populations are highly fragmented and exist in a few isolated metapopulations across their range. We used multi-locus genotypic data from 273 individual tigers (Panthera tigris tigris) from four tiger populations of the Satpura-Maikal landscape of central India to determine whether the corridors in this landscape are functional. This 45 000 km 2 landscape contains 17% of India's tiger population and 12% of its tiger habitat. We applied Bayesian and coalescent-based analyses to estimate contemporary and historical gene flow among these populations and to infer their evolutionary history. We found that the tiger metapopulation in central India has high rates of historical and contemporary gene flow. The tests for population history reveal that tigers populated central India about 10 000 years ago. Their population subdivision began about 1000 years ago and accelerated about 200 years ago owing to habitat fragmentation, leading to four spatially separated populations. These four populations have been in migration -drift equilibrium maintained by high gene flow. We found the highest rates of contemporary gene flow in populations that are connected by forest corridors. This information is highly relevant to conservation practitioners and policy makers, because deforestation, road widening and mining are imminent threats to these corridors.
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Introduction
Dispersal and gene flow in a metapopulation maintain local demographic and genetic variation, and increase the probability of species persistence [1 -3] . Persistence of wide-ranging animals occupying fragmented landscapes depends on matrix quality and the ability of individuals to move among habitat patches [4] , and corridors facilitate movement of individuals between habitat patches [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Tigers (Panthera tigris) are the apex predator of Asian forest ecosystems. They are a conservation-dependent species, whose survival requires a sufficient quantity of large prey and vast swaths of contiguous forest habitat [10] . Tigers now occupy only 7% of their global historical range, which is fragmented into 76 metapopulations, called tiger conservation landscapes (TCL) [10] . The forest patches in each TCL are assumed to remain linked through structural (forest) corridors, but the functionality of these corridors in sustaining gene flow has not been established. Structural corridors are elements of the landscape that physically connect isolated habitat patches. Functionality of structural corridors can be ascertained by examining the behavioural response of the individuals of a species and facilitation of their ecological processes such as movement, dispersal and gene flow through them [11 -12] .
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Very few empirical studies have estimated gene flow in cat species [13] [14] [15] [16] and none, to our knowledge, has investigated historical gene flow. For tigers specifically, there is no published information available about landscape-level gene flow, meaning we do not know enough about how habitat connectivity may influence genetic diversity and population persistence in a metapopulation context. Our study explores the historical and current pattern of gene flow within a group of four global priority TCLs (TCL 50: Kanha-Phen, TCL 51: Pachmari-Satpura-Bori, TCL 52: Melghat and TCL 53: Pench) that forms a critically important metapopulation of tigers in the Central Indian Highlands of India (figure 1). This spatially heterogeneous metapopulation is large enough to sustain a viable breeding population of tigers, but the intervening matrix and corridors are under heavy human pressure [17, 18] . These four TCLs were not thought to be connected with each other based on known dispersal limits of tigers and thus classified as separate demographic populations in classification of TCL [10] . The Kanha-Pench and Satpura-Melghat TCLs are connected by forest corridors, whereas the Pench-Melghat and PenchSatpura TCLs have fragmented forest patches between them.
Dispersal and gene flow are key requirements to ensure persistence of metapopulations [19] . Structural habitat patches or corridors that connect various demes in a metapopulation facilitate dispersal of individuals, re-colonizing patches in case of local extinctions [2] . When populations are depressed, dispersal followed by successful breeding may result in gene flow and genetic rescue [19] . In the context of connectivity and its effect on gene flow, we hypothesize that four TCLs in our study area are genetically connected with each other based on the presence of structural corridors among them. We also investigate historical gene flow pattern in this metapopulation to decipher the complex evolutionary process that explains the observed patterns of contemporary genetic structure.
Humans have altered the terrestrial biosphere in overwhelming proportions in the last few centuries [20, 21] .
Placing people in the map brings out the fact that more than 75% of ice-free land on the Earth has signs of humaninduced alterations and less than 25% remains pristine [22] . We were also keen to explore the effect of human-induced change in land-cover and land-use patterns in our study area in central India and its correlation with change in gene flow among its tiger metapopulation.
Historically, tiger habitat in central India was largely contiguous owing to the extensive forest cover; currently, tiger populations in this landscape are limited to a few forest patches [10, 18] . Thus, we hypothesized that the historical gene flow in tiger metapopulations of central India would be high compared with contemporary gene flow. We also predicted that forest corridors linking viable tiger populations maintained historical levels of gene flow, and empirically compared the gene flow between tiger populations connected by forest corridors with those that did not have contiguous corridors between them.
The first step to understanding the genetic configuration of a metapopulation is to examine any genetic structure in it followed by investigating the processes, for example, gene flow that influences the pattern of genetic structure. We investigated and found low levels of genetic structure in the tiger metapopulation of the Satpura-Maikal landscape [17] . Analysis and comparison of historical and contemporary gene flow patterns provide information about the configuration of gene exchange and relationships among tiger populations that occupy this landscape. rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org Proc R Soc B 280: 20131506
Material and methods
Vindhyachal Range in the north and the Maikal Range in the east, forms the catchments for the Narmada and the Tapti rivers and their tributaries. Our study sites were the five tiger reserves of this landscape: Kanha tiger reserve (Kanha), BoriSatpura tiger reserve (Satpura), Melghat tiger reserve (Melghat), Pench MP (Madhya Pradesh) and Pench Mh (Maharashtra) tiger reserves (combined we refer to these two as Pench; they are geographically connected to each other but located in different states), along with the forest corridors connecting these reserves. Kanha is connected to Pench and located towards the east of the landscape, whereas Melghat has a corridor common with Satpura and lies to the west of the landscape. Pench and Satpura also have forest connectivity between them. The connectivity between Kanha-Pench and Satpura-Melghat tiger reserves is largely contiguous forest cover, whereas the connectivity between Pench-Melghat and Pench-Satpura tiger reserves is steppingstone connectivity of varying degrees through the isolated forest patches along the corridor. In the case of the Kanha-Satpura pair, there is some forest cover adjacent to both reserves in the direction of the corridor, but the central region is devoid of good forest cover (see the electronic supplementary material, figure  S1 ). Tiger presence has been reported in Kanha-Pench and Satpura -Melghat corridors during our study. The intervening landscape matrix in this landscape is composed of agricultural land and fragmented forest patches, interspersed with numerous small villages and towns. We conducted systematic sampling by carrying out extensive surveys covering 15 000 km of forest trails and roads in these five tiger reserves and the corridors between them to collect noninvasive genetic samples. We identified tiger faecal samples by their size and associated signs, such as scrapes and pugmarks in the field. Hair and claw samples were also collected, opportunistically, from trees marked by tigers and from kill sites. Sample locations were recorded with a GPS (Garmin Inc.) along with habitat information. Samples were preserved in 100% ethanol and stored at room temperature until DNA was extracted.
(b) Genotyping and population genetic parameters
We genotyped 1411 felid faecal samples, 66 hair samples and four claw samples from four populations using seven felidspecific microsatellite markers and identified 273 individual tigers. Further details about sampling, DNA extraction and amplification, species and individual identification, genetic diversity estimation and tests for Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (HWE; table 1) and population subdivision (table 2) are described in Sharma et al. [17] .
(c) Gene flow estimation
We parsed out the gene flow configuration using a suite of software programs that use a coalescent method and Bayesian approach with Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling to detect the rate of interpopulation exchange of migrants at historical and contemporary timescales. A strong signal of isolation by distance (IBD) has been shown to bias gene flow estimates [23] . However, we have previously determined that there is no evidence of IBD in this metapopulation [17] .
(i) Estimation of contemporary gene flow
We estimated the average number of migrants (N m ) using the private allele method [24] as implemented in GENEPOP [25] . GENECLASS v. 2.0 [26] was used to detect first-generation migrants, applying the likelihood-based test statistics L h /L max , using Bayesian criterion and Monte Carlo resampling [27] with 10 000 simulated individuals at an alpha value of 0.01.
We used BAYESASS v. 1.3 [28] to estimate levels of contemporary gene flow which we assume to be over the last five to seven generations (i.e. 25 -35 years), given a generation time of 5 years for tigers [29] . This software uses a Bayesian approach with MCMC sampling to estimate recent migration rates (m ¼ proportion of population consisting of genetic migrants). This method does not assume the population to be in HWE or migration-drift equilibrium. The program was run for 3 Â 10 7 iterations of which 10 7 were burn-in. Multiple runs were performed with different seed numbers and delta values to confirm the final parameter that would accept 40 -60% of changes to the total chain length, and ensure the convergence and consistency among runs.
(ii) Estimation of historical gene flow
We used MIGRATE-n v. 3.2.7 [30] to estimate levels of historical gene flow (approx. 4N e generations in the past) and effective population size. MIGRATE uses a coalescent method with MCMC to estimate the mutation-scaled parameter for effective population size (u ¼ 4N e m, where N e is effective population size and m is mutation rate) and migration rate (M ¼ m/m, where m is immigration rate). A mutation rate of 1 Â 10 22 was assumed in parameter estimation [31] . A Bayesian inference with both models infinite allele model and stepwise mutation model (SMM) was used for parameter estimation. We compared the results and found no significant difference in these two models in migration rates ( p ¼ 0.33, one-tailed paired t-test; electronic supplementary material, figure S2), and report the migration rates from SMM model while comparing with contemporary gene flow rates. All starting values were optimized by multiple test runs, adjusted for subsequent runs. The final run . We used four heated chains with temperatures, 1.0, 1.5, 3.0 and 6.0, to ensure sufficient sampling of genealogical space. MIGRATE assumes that populations are in migration-drift equilibrium but does not require them to be in HWE. Concordance of historical and contemporary migration rates was checked using a Mantel test [32] with 10 000 permutations in ZT [33] . We used ONESAMP [34] to estimate the contemporary effective population size.
We used the program 2MOD [35] to investigate the processes that led to the contemporary population structure. This program uses coalescent-based MCMC and compares the relative likelihood of two models of population history (pure drift versus gene flow). The pure drift model assumes that the ancestral populations were panmictic and gradually diverged into independent populations by drift only, without any gene flow. The gene flow or migration-drift equilibrium model assumes that the contemporary states of allele frequencies within populations are maintained by a relative balance between random mutation and gene flow.
(d) Population divergence and history
To estimate divergence times and population history, we used the coalescent-based approximate Bayesian computation (ABC) algorithm in the program DIY-ABC [36] . This algorithm simulates datasets for each of a specified set of scenarios of historic and/or demographic events and compares summary statistics from these with that of the observed data. The posterior probability and distribution of parameters of each scenario are estimated and alternative scenarios can be compared. We applied different scenarios with various splitting and admixture events based on the history of tiger populations and their genetic structure in central India to explain contemporary population structure. We used wide priors (10 -10 000) for all parameters during simulations. The generalized SMM was applied with default values. For each simulated dataset, all four within-and five of the seven default among-populations summary statistics were calculated. We simulated 1 Â 10 6 datasets for each explored scenario. The 500 and 10 000 sets with summary statistics that were most similar to the observed data were identified through the direct and logistic regression rejection steps of the algorithm, respectively, and used for ABC estimation of parameters. The DIY-ABC program assumes that populations evolve independently without migration between the historic and demographic events, therefore we used a hierarchical ABC analysis to obtain the most accurate and pertinent model of evolutionary history for our data (see the electronic supplementary material, figure S3a,b).
(e) Land-cover change detection analysis
We used Anthrome v. 2.0 dataset [22] to estimate change on land use and land cover in our study area. Anthrome (anthropogenic biomes) data project the interplay of human density, agriculture and urban land use and its effect on terrestrial biomes. The global patterns of these anthropogenic transformations were classified using an a priori anthrome classification algorithm, and global terrestrial biomes were divided into 19 anthrome classes that can be broadly classified into wild (two subclass), seminatural (four subclass) and used (13 subclass), based on the intensity of human use. These data are available at 5 0 resolution at century intervals from 1700 to 2000 CE and can be used to estimate the coarse-scale change in land cover and land use in any area of the world. We used ARCGIS v. 9.2 to delineate the extent of our study area in the global Anthrome v. 2.0 data and calculated the area of three major land-cover/land-use classes (dense settlement, villages and croplands, and seminatural wildlands) for all four data layers from the year 1700 to 2000 CE (see the electronic supplementary material, figure S4) . We compared the change in these major land-cover/land-use classes from 1700 to 2000 CE to estimate the extent and magnitude of deforestation and expansion of human influence in our study area.
(f ) Comparing corridors
To test the hypothesis that the degradation or loss of structural corridors results in reduced gene flow, we performed a pairwise t-test between the rates of contemporary and historical gene flow by classifying corridors into two groups of intact and degraded corridors. Gene flow at different timescales was compared for those tiger reserves that are still connected by intact forest corridors (KanhaPench, Satpura-Melghat and Pench-Satpura pairs). These corridors are also known to have had tigers in the recent past (within the last 10 years). In the other set, the corridors have been severely degraded in the past century and are dominated by croplands and human-dominated matrix (corridors between Kanha-Satpura, Kanha-Melghat and Melghat-Pench pairs). We also tested the power of the paired t-test comparisons with a power analysis in the program G*POWER V. 3.1.5 [37] . 
Results

(c) Population history and genetic subdivision
Historical habitat loss, fragmentation and demographic dynamics leave their signature on the genetic structure of the species of concern [2] . We used the ABC method to compare the alternative evolutionary scenario of population demographic history with our data and to estimate population divergence [36] . Because the ABC method assumes the absence of migration after population divergence, we used a hierarchical ABC analysis with three levels to obtain the most parsimonious rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org Proc R Soc B 280: 20131506 model of evolutionary history for our data (figure 3 and the electronic supplementary material, table S6). In the first hierarchical level of ABC analysis, we compared seven alternative evolutionary scenarios that were formulated on the basis of available information on the history of the tiger population, its habitat and current genetic structure in this landscape. We estimated posterior probability and parameters with all seven alternative scenarios to explain the population history and divergence time, and then, in the second hierarchical level of ABC analysis, the four best scenarios were re-analysed with known parameter information to select the best among those four scenarios. In the third hierarchical level of ABC analysis, we again tested the bestselected scenario from second level with a wide range of known parameter (divergence time) information.
The most appropriate scenario selected with the highest posterior probability (Pp ¼ 0.517) in the first level was also the simplest of all (figure 3 and the electronic supplementary material, table S6), and assumes that the four extant tiger populations of the Satpura-Maikal landscape simultaneously diverged from a single ancestral population with no migration events after divergence. The parameter estimation with this model shows that these four populations started diverging at t ¼ 138 generations ago, i.e. 690 years, assuming a 5-year generation time for tigers [29] . The next best scenarios selected (figure 3) with the second, third and fourth highest Pp (0.153, 0.149 and 0.097, respectively) are based on the assumption that the ancestral population first diverged into two, and subsequently into four and those populations 2 and 4 (Pench and Melghat) have varied admix proportions owing to migration from populations 1 and 3 (Kanha and Satpura). Based on what we know about the genetic structure of tigers in this landscape [17] , the second ranked scenario from level 1 (Pp ¼ 0.153) seems to provide the best explanation, given our data.
In the second hierarchical level of ABC analysis, we used the four scenarios with highest Pp value from level 1 and plugged in the historical a priori information about divergence time (t 1 ¼ 40 generations, t 2 ¼ 200 generations and t 3 ¼ 2000 generations) to compare them. Scenario 4 was selected (Pp ¼ 0.77; figure 3 and the electronic supplementary material, table S6) as the best model at level 2. We used this scenario in the third hierarchical level of ABC analysis to simulate three scenarios with different values for divergence time (Sc1: t 1 ¼ 40, t 2 ¼ 200, t 3 ¼ 2000; Sc2: t 1 ¼ 20, t 2 ¼ 100, t 3 ¼ 1000; Sc3: t 1 ¼ 70, t 2 ¼ 140, t 3 ¼ 4000) to check which one of them explains the cryptic information in our data most accurately. Scenario 1 in level 3 was selected as the best model based on the highest Pp (0.50) value (figure 3; see the electronic supplementary material, for additional information on three hierarchical levels of ABC analysis).
(d) Historical events affecting tiger populations
The divergence times as estimated from the best scenario selected at level 3 of hierarchical ABC analysis translate into three distinct points of demographic change or divergence in rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org Proc R Soc B 280: 20131506 the tiger metapopulation of central India. The first one dates to approximately 10 000 years BP, which agrees with the time of the entry of tigers into the Indian subcontinent estimated using biogeographical modelling and molecular analysis [38, 39] . The next change was about 700 years BP when the panmictic population of tigers in central India started dividing into two clusters owing to anthropogenic forest fragmentation and habitat loss, when, during the twelfth and thirteenth centuries (the early Muslim era in India), riverine valleys and surrounding forest tracts were cleared for agriculture [40, 41] . Forest fragmentation accelerated in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries (the British era), when the central Indian forests were cleared to meet the British Empire's growing demands for timber, mainly for building railroads and ships [41, 42] . This habitat loss along with rampant hunting of tigers during the British era drastically reduced the tiger population [41, 43] . This point of time is evident in their evolutionary history marked at about 200 years ago, when four admixed but distinct geographical populations persisted in the areas that were either not arable or inaccessible.
(e) Temporal change in land use and land cover Our hypothesis of extensive habitat loss and fragmentation in central India is further supported by the Anthrome v. 2.0 data [22] that map and characterize global anthropogenic transformation of the terrestrial biosphere from 1700 to 2000 CE. The Anthrome data analysis for our study area revealed that the Satpura-Maikal landscape has lost 78% of its forest cover to farmlands and urbanization ( figures 1 and 4) . In the last 300 years, there was 22-fold increase in agricultural area and 25-fold increase in urbanization. The human population in India has grown 10-fold since 1700 CE [44] .
(f ) Comparing corridors
We found a significant reduction in gene flow ( p ¼ 0.001, power ¼ 1, one-tailed paired t-test) between the tiger reserve pairs with degraded corridors (Kanha-Satpura, KanhaMelghat and Melghat-Pench), whereas there is no significant change in gene flow ( p ¼ 0.46, power ¼ 0.39, one-tailed paired t-test) for those tiger reserves that are still connected by forest corridors (Kanha-Pench, Satpura-Melghat and Pench-Satpura).
Discussion
Although historical gene flow in the tiger metapopulation of central India has mitigated the drift-induced subdivision and has been in a state of migration-drift equilibrium,
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Sa 4 Sa 3 Based on the significant gene flow between TCL pairs, we suggest consolidating these pairs into a genetically connected single metapopulation. We also advise reclassifying the tiger landscape taxonomy in the light of genetic connectivity and gene flow information into genetic TCL (G-TCLs).
One of the major caveats of estimating historical gene flow rates using MIGRATE is the potential bias owing to fluctuating populations over the time that affect and bias measures of effective population size. But with our analysis of historical gene flow and effective population size, we can only go back to about 4N e generations, which translate to about 2400-3700 years (generation time for tigers in approx. 5 years). The only severe decline in tiger population reported in India in this time frame was in the past century when there was about a 50-fold decline in the countrywide tiger population, but the population has never fallen to a few individuals [43] . Also, we did not detect a genetic signature of a bottleneck in our metapopulation [17] , which only appears in a population that has undergone a dramatic decline (10 -1000-fold) in effective population size to a very few remaining individuals [45, 46] . A demographic decline does not necessarily result in a bottleneck, and other factors such as the duration of population decline, pre-bottleneck genetic diversity, generation time, recovery rates and gene flow rates from other populations can affect the probability of detecting a population bottleneck [47 -49] .
The genetic diversity of tigers in India has remained high even after a recent (approx. 150 years) 10-fold decline in the effective population size [43] . The contemporary populations from our study area also have high allelic diversity (table 1) . Most of the regional tiger populations were still supposed to be connected with each other by structural corridors during and after the population decline, thus maintaining a high metapopulation N e . Both theoretical and empirical studies report that the hierarchical structure and asymmetric gene flow maintain high levels of genetic diversity and high metapopulation N e [50] .
The program MIGRATE estimates gene flow over a long time period and there is little correlation between N e and M, in contrast to N e and N m that have a strong dependence [51] . An assumption of MIGRATE is that the populations have been in immigration-drift equilibrium and have had relatively constant population sizes [30] . Our analysis in 2-MOD confirms that these four tiger populations have been in migration-drift equilibrium and current levels of genetic structure are a result of equilibrium between migration and drift.
A caveat of estimating historical migration rates using MIGRATE is dependence of migration rates on microsatellite mutation rates [30] . Depending on mutation rates, the migration rates may change by several orders of magnitude [30] . Estimations of mutation rates are not available for any cat species [31] . Mutation rates are also locus specific and can evolve at different rates and direction even in closely related species [52] . It has been found that mutation rates in microsatellite loci are inversely related to their motif sizes, and dinucleotides appear to have mutation rates 1.5-2 times higher than that of tetranucleotides [53] . Microsatellite mutation rate has a linear relationship with number of repeats in a microsatellite locus [54] that is estimated between 10 Â 10 23 and 10 Â 10 22 above a repeat length of 100 base pairs. We selected a mutation rate of 10 Â 10 22 for our analysis, because five of our chosen loci were dinucleotides and the most common allele length for all of them was above 100 base pairs. The cumulative allele size of these loci ranged from 82 to 255 base pairs [17] . If we select a lower mutation rate, then the parameters (N e and m) will vary by an order of magnitude. The extent and rate of habitat loss and fragmentation indicate that population subdivision is an ongoing process in the tiger metapopulation of central India. Anthropogenic interventions transform the landscape much faster than the genetic composition of its inhabitants, and subsequently a time lag can be seen in the emergence of genetic effects relative to the timing of the initial disturbance [55] [56] [57] . In the light of this information, we argue that these tiger populations either evaded the more severe effects of habitat fragmentationinduced genetic subdivision owing to corridor-mediated gene flow and substantially large effective population size, or there is a delay in response to the appearance of those effects owing to long generation time in tigers, as seen in other species [58, 59] . In either case, our study shows a significant reduction in gene flow at a contemporary timescale. Furthermore, even if this reduction in levels of gene flow is not owing to changes in landscape patterns and habitat loss, it should not diminish the importance of maintaining and preserving corridors for the future persistence of this metapopulation.
Protected areas are important for conservation [60] , but the quality of the intervening matrix also matters to achieve greater conservation returns [61] , because wide-ranging species, for instance tigers, are more vulnerable in this matrix [62] . The functional status of corridors in central India is declining rapidly owing to fragmentation, mining, road widening, railroad construction and urbanization [17, 18, 63] . We found rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org Proc R Soc B 280: 20131506
that the Kanha-Pench corridor still has a few tigers, the Satpura-Melghat corridor lost all except one within four years (2006) (2007) (2008) (2009) (2010) , and no tigers were found in other corridors [17] . Local population extinctions are described as a more sensitive indicator of the loss of biological capital than species extinctions are [64] . Corridors facilitate animal movement and are crucial for re-colonizing areas where populations have gone locally extinct and eventually maintaining the metapopulation dynamics [65] . A study on tiger occupancy conducted in a Himalayan foothills landscape found reduction in tiger occupancy owing to presumed loss in functionality of a regional corridor [66] . Another study on the leopard metapopulation of central India reiterates the importance of corridors in maintaining gene flow at landscape level [67] . We have presented compelling evidence to suggest that these corridors are effective and functional in maintaining gene flow. These corridors play an important role in maintaining genetic variation and persistence of tigers in this landscape. Reconnecting broken corridors and maintaining existing ones in a politically sensitive and logistically feasible way is a big challenge for conservation biologists and policy makers. 
